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ICT systems commonly used in communication and web services may be successfully attacked, which may result in unauthorized access to data or taking control of the attacked system. One of the sources of the problem is faulty software, and the faults arise from programming errors or incorrect configuration of applications used. There are a number of threats to secure provision of web services. Already known methods of countering undesired phenomena do not offer permanent solutions; however, there are ways allowing for increasing our security on the Internet. This paper is aimed at presentation of significant threats to the security of web services and of possible improvements to be made in this area, which is important when e-services are ever more popular and when we are facing more and more successful attacks on IT systems.
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1. Introduction

The provision of web services using dedicated applications is not entirely secure as ICT systems can be successfully attacked. The main cause is software faults that arise from programming errors, insufficient software testing and incorrect configuration. Faulty applications may allow for access to data or taking control of a system. The scale of the phenomenon we are observing indicates a very serious problem. Unfortunately, the provision of improved software versions or patches for vulnerabilities already discovered offers only a temporary solution.
New faults are being discovered all the time and there are a lot of users who just do not care enough about updating their systems. Sometimes new patches remove the discovered software vulnerabilities but at the same time introduce new vulnerabilities to the system.

Among popular languages used to create websites we can name HTML (to improve the functionality of websites developers also use JavaScript vulnerable to attacks) and an easy and flexible but faulty PHP, which communicates well with database systems (MySQL, PostgreSQL, Oracle). Certainly, there are also numerous threats independent from the programming language. Websites are often created using a free package called XAMPP (Cross-platform, Apache, MySQL, PHP, Perl). A popular server platform for dynamic websites is also LAMP (Linux, Apache, MySQL, PHP).

The security of a web service (including data transfer) depends, among others, on the configuration of a web application, configuration of a web server, protection of the database server and the transfer protocol used for communication. For security reasons the data sent from the user, database or web server files are filtered. The application of special cryptographic mechanisms makes it possible to guarantee their confidentiality and conformity with the original data. Unfortunately, sometimes even advanced protection does not guarantee maximum security. What is worse, tools, trainings and instructions dedicated for IT specialists (system developers, software developers and administrators) may be used also to attack a system.

Web applications available on the server are provided for users using web browsers, but apart from providing information they also allow for interaction between the user and the system (among others, to enter data). They are the basis of e-administration, e-learning, e-banking, e-trade and many other. Web applications include the electronic Platform of Public Administration Services, Wikipedia, auction websites, e-banking systems, systems allowing for booking tickets or hotel rooms, survey and voting systems.

2. Web services

According to a definition formulated by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) a web service is software providing relevant functionality independent from a hardware platform and implementation, while data are usually transferred with the use of HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) and XML (Extensible Markup Language) [1].

The use of web applications that provide various services online is often connected with transfer of important data such as personal, financial or medical ones. With the development of digital economy the range of web services is constantly expanded and paper documents are replaced with electronic ones. For example,
universities have replaced traditional student record books and examination minutes with electronic solutions. Another fast-developing area are systems for medical services. For example, once we log onto medicover.pl, we can view a record of our appointments, prescriptions and treatment provided. Since 20 May 2013 we can visit www.krok.org.pl, which allows for entering data about surgeries performed in the National Register of Heart Surgeries. Not to mention money transfer and online shopping, which have become a routine for many of us too.

Common ICT systems must offer high quality, which pertains also to security and accessibility of data that are stored, transferred and processed. The most popular international standard defining the requirements set for the quality management system is ISO 9001:2009.

The most common protocol applied in communication with web services is SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) approved by W3C, implemented among others in Apache SOAP, .NET, gSOAP [2] or WCF (Windows Communication Foundation) [3]. WCF facilitates programming of distributed applications and implementation of SOA systems. WCF has the best features applied in other Microsoft technologies for distributed applications and communication plus the latest solutions: .NET Remoting (technology used for communication between application domains), MSMQ (Microsoft Message Queuing), COM+ (Component Object Model) and WebServices. When we create a WCF website we pay no attention to transfer protocols or encryption as it is already defined in the configuration file and does not affect the implementation of the service.

The key aspect of functioning of IT systems is continuity of their operation and data security (current databases, their backup and archives).

Disruptions of a stock exchange or air traffic control systems lead to completely different but very serious consequences. In May 2012 the International Organization for Standardization published a standard called ISO 22301:2012 – Societal security – Business continuity management systems – Requirements. So far business continuity management has been governed by a British standard BS 25999. BS 25999 certificates will expire in May 2014. ISO 22301:2012 is more focused on risk analysis and defining aims related to the continuity of operation, monitoring of effectiveness and assessment of correctness of actions taken.

All disruptions of IT systems, press releases about attacks on strategic systems and data leaks make a lot of people approach online financial transactions with reserve, avoid sending important documents and data using ICT networks and some people are afraid of using web browsers and search engines.

An extremely important aspect of web services and electronic data transfer is archives. It also pertains to Polish state archives. In 2010 there was published a document entitled “State archives strategy for 2010-2020”. Services connected with the provision of common, secure and constant access to the past require a well-thought-out approach to the needs of the public, to sharing archive resources
and their online records (among others, registry office records) as well as the related great responsibility for their security [4].

3. Security of web applications

Data are sent to web applications using HTTP methods: GET, POST or cookies (created by a client contain various data sent by a web server). GET allows for sending data, among others, by adding keys (e.g. index.php?page=contact) and their values in URI (Uniform Resource Identifier – a web standard that makes it possible to identify web resources: people, objects, events). POST on the other hand consists in sending data provided on forms available on websites to web applications.

The verification of data sent online may cover the correctness of their type, scope of values, length, format compliance (e.g. for e-mail addresses or IP), credibility, etc. and shall be performed by both the user and the server. Other aspects to be controlled include the existence of an address on the Internet or the integrity of important data (such as a bank account number or PESEL) using for this purpose special algorithms [5].

Forms that send data often feature certain restrictions, such as ‘read only’, maximum length of the text or choice limited to only one value. Certainly, each box in the form must be controlled. However, those methods of protection are not enough as a webpage of a form (HTML code) can be saved on a hard drive and next its parameters may be modified (e.g. ‘read only’ option may be deleted).

The security of services may be threatened in a number of ways. For instance, one can attack using HTTP as it allows for manipulating client’s requests and analyzing server’s responses.

If forms are sent using POST in which data saved are transferred, for example, to payment gateways and their correctness in not verified, the data may be changed by a website user – and such cases have already been reported.

Attacks on web applications are ever more common and more serious. The problem of software security has been dealt with by the OWASP (Open Web Application Security Project) for many years now. Based on research conducted for several years, in 2010 they published a list of ten most critical threats to web applications [6]. These are as follows:

- injection of a code as a result of errors in data filtering (SQL Injection, untrustworthy data may be sent as part of a command or enquiry),
- XSS attack (Cross Site Scripting) as a result of downloading malicious data to a browser without correct validation and filtering,
- Broken Authentication and Session Management, which may allow for acquisition of access passwords or execution of a command from the level of an authorized user.
- Insecure Direct Object References, which pose a threat of manipulating references in order to access data,
- CSRF (Cross Site Request Forgery) – taking advantage of the privilege of a logged user to send a request to an application in order to perform a specific action,
- errors regarding the configuration of an application, web server, database server,
- encryption errors,
- no restrictions regarding accessing a URL,
- insufficient protection of data sent (no encryption, invalid certificates, poor cryptographic algorithms),
- no validation of redirection.

We are observing more and more cases of squatting, i.e. taking advantage of the similarity between fake and genuine URLs and websites. Users often receive fake or infected (with exploits, Trojans, etc.) websites – according to Kaspersky Lab in Q3 2011 malicious URLs were the most often discovered online threat (more than 75%), while in Q2 2012 the threat increased to 85.8% [8]. In the period from January 2012 to May 2013 Kaspersky Lab experts reported 200 thousand attempts at opening fake websites on Apple computers while in 2011 there was only 1 thousand of such attempts [9].

A document entitled “Online Fraud Report” produced by RSA shows that in 2012 it identified ca. 37 thousand instances of phishing a month. Losses arising from the attacks amounted to ca. 1.5 billion dollars in total. In May 2013 most such attacks were reported in the US (50%) and Great Britain (11%) [7].

Web applications should not feature typical vulnerabilities allowing for attacks, such as:
- disclosure of information by the system (e.g. causes of an error), which may facilitate an attack (for example – information about SQL enquiries which caused an error may reveal the structure of a database – names of tables, columns, data types, etc.),
- disclosure of the path to the place where website files are stored on a server in web application messages,
- path traversal in a web application [10, 11],
- unicode uncoding – UTF-8 encoding allows for entering characters in a number of ways, which causes problems [12],
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- forced browsing – navigating in an application not using available references but directly through URLs, which when there is no sufficient control allows for logging onto someone else’s account or unauthorized access to data.
- lack of control of data transferred as parameters of an application created in PHP, which may allow for entering and execution of a code,
- parameter delimiter – a possibility to change a separator in a text database, which may lead to modification of privileges.

The security of an application used depends on the environment in which it is launched. Therefore, it is important to configure it correctly and update the entire software (including libraries used by the application). PHP functions which are not used and may pose a threat (e.g. may enable execution of a command from the operating system level) should be disabled (disable_functions). In order to increase protection we can use an extra software. For instance, an advanced system that protects the PHP code interpreter on the server – Suhosin (ensures protection on the kernel level and protects an application against errors), and a mod_security module – a firewall in the application layer (it can monitor HTTP and restrict requests as pre-defined) and the mod_suPHP mode – software that allows for execution of PHP scripts as an authorized user (instead of the default nobody), i.e. restricts access to users’ files. A good idea is to define limits for each PHP process (for RAM, process execution time, size of data sent to the server), and enable the display of messages concerning errors in a website code and of information about PHP (among others, about the version number) in response headlines.

These are just a few possibilities of improving the security of web applications. We should also remember to remove programs we no longer use (or update) from the system as they also may become the target.

Certainly, the system should be made available only to those who went though the authentication process successfully, and in the event of failure to log in, the system should not inform which information provided, user name or password, is wrong. In the case of a web application when the name is already known, the password may be hacked in a dictionary attack or a brute force attack. In order to make the attack more difficult we should not provide the user name in a drop-down list while the logging mechanism should minimize the number of possible attempts.

Data must be protected also against programs that browse web resources automatically. However, the act of placing names of important folders that are not to be browsed by robots in a robots.txt file (in the server main catalogue) already indicates where important data are stored [13].
4. Threats to secure provision of services

One of basic threats to the security of web applications is lack of filtering of data transferred or control errors. Attackers may take advantage of various forms (registration form, add-your-post forms, etc.) which applications use to transfer data.

Forms completed incorrectly should be rejected by applications while users should be informed about the fact. However, if JavaScript is disabled in a web browser (using NoScript add-on) – data will not be verified and it will be possible to enter any data in the form, including a malicious code (in HTML or JavaScript). This vulnerability may be used to carry out XSS and SQL Injection, which may result in illegal actions (e.g. execution of a forbidden command, gaining unauthorized access to data, session hijacking and redirecting a client to an infected website).

An attack is also possible when there is no length limitation in a text box (e.g. a comment) that must contain a string (which is controlled). In such an event any code can be entered.

Another threat is the possibility to send forms from external (fake) addresses. The headline Referer (which informs where we were redirected from) may be modified for example using Firefox add-ons [14]. In the case of a completed form with the method parameter set to GET, it is possible to modify the URL in a browser. When the form is set to POST it is possible to send modified data as GET if the application uses the $REQUEST table instead of global ones.

Still another threat to the security of web applications is connected with file transfer on the part of the user. For example, errors discovered by the PHP interpreter during saving a file to a temporary folder are connected with exceeding certain limits. As it is possible to modify the maximum size of files defined in the form and falsify the content of the mime_type box (e.g. set it to image.gif using a special application), there is a threat of saving a malicious code together with the file transferred in the server. Filename extension filtration (based on the so-called black list of rejected types of sets) can also be circumvented.

Skilful manipulation of an address may lead to unauthorized reading of files, and even injection and execution of a PHP code (e.g. if in the HTML code template there are fragments of the PHP code and the functions include or require are used).

Another threat is the attack on the application session. As HTTP is stateless (no relation between subsequent requests sent), the application itself identifies users and supervises their actions (e.g. clients of online stores or bank systems). For security reasons it should use cookies for that purpose. The session ID (a standard PHP mechanism generates randomly a 32-character alphanumeric string) is saved by the client and sent to the server during each request (the content of the session is stored by the server).
In the PHP language there are ready functions (e.g. `session_start()`) that facilitate management of the mechanism. However, it is possible to obtain a session ID (PHPSESSID) – session hijacking, session fixation and even guessing the ID, which is tantamount to impersonating the user and gaining access to data. Session fixation is dangerous for applications that allow for sending a session ID using GET or POST parameters. On the other hand, the risk of session hijacking is higher when it is possible to send the ID in an URL (it is saved in the history or the http headline – Referer). The session ID may be also tapped if the data transfer is not encrypted (using SSL – HTTPS). In a number of applications there is a problem with adequate protection of access to data (e.g. due to errors in the authorization mechanism). When we key in the web browser, for example, filetype:pdf cv, we may come across files that lack adequate protection, located in the so-called deep hiding. They can be accessed if we know the access path or by accident. Such a situation has already taken place in 2011 – seven thousand files containing resumes were made accessible on terazpraca.pl [15].

5. Threats to electronic data

An important requirement set for IT systems, in particular those that provide web services, is their reliability. Meanwhile, even large systems of key importance for financial and state institutions do not meet it.

A latest example here is unavailability of the PESEL system in August 2013 (10-11 and 14-18.08), which is of key importance for a number of other systems such as ePUAP and eWUŚ (Electronic Verification of Patient’s Privileges) [16]. Another example is eWUŚ implemented on 1 January 2013, which did not work properly in March and July 2013 ([17, 18]). The continuity of system operation is also a problem reported among banks, such as BZ WBK (August 2013) [19, 20], Getin Bank and Multibank (July 2011 [21]) and PKO BP (November 2011 [22], September 2013 [23]). In December 2010 as many as four banks reported system failures in one week. These were mBank, ING Bank Śląski, Kredyt Bank and Bank Pekao [24]. In 2012 servers of the Ministry of Finance failed [25, 26]. The above examples of disrupted system operation prove the significance of the problem.

Another issue is insufficient data protection, no encryption or access control, which leads to data leaks or their availability to unauthorized users. For instance, in July 2012 there occurred a leak of data of around 10 thousand users from a Kielce sports club website [27]. A much more serious data leak was reported in June 2013 from Facebook, which was caused by an error in the Download Your Information software used for downloading archive data by users [28, 29], or a series of leaks from PlayStation Network accounts in 2011.

When testing PCs with MS Windows in 2012, Kaspersky Lab reported 132 million vulnerable applications, including 802 unique vulnerabilities [30].
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The most vulnerable were Adobe Shockwave/Flash Player, Apple iTunes/QuickTime and Oracle Java. They also noticed that those programs were not updated (as many as 30% of users did not update Java within seven weeks after the launch of the new version). In 2008 a serious error was discovered in OpenSSL used by Debian and distributions that rely on it (Ubuntu, Knoppix).

In a report regarding Q2 2013 Kaspersky Lab analysts mention a malicious package (NetTraveler) used to infect computers of VIPs, the state, embassies, oil and gas industries, research centers and companies cooperating with the army. The attacks were possible, among others, due to failure to update Microsoft software featuring vulnerabilities CVE-2012-0158 and CVE-2010-3333 (although patches were already available) [31]. In July 2013 Microsoft launched an update removing 34 vulnerabilities on its software, including CVE-2013-3172 that allowed access to the system kernel, Internet Explorer errors (16 vulnerabilities allowing for remote code execution and one vulnerability leading to data leak), errors in TrueType font processing (that allowed for execution of Blackhole exploits which redirected users to websites taking control of a system) [32].

Another target of the attacks are computer games producers (in particular online games). In the period from March to June 2013 30 such companies located mainly in South and East Asia, Germany, the USA, Japan, China, Russia, Brazil, Peru and Belarus were reported to have been attacked [30].

A major vulnerability in WordPress v.3.4 (downloaded 3 million times within only two weeks after its launch) led to manipulation of privileges. An update removing this vulnerability was made available in July 2012 [33].

6. Conclusion

Programming problems include incorrect validation and filtering of form boxes and variables transferred in URLs. The software certification procedure should verify not only software functionality but also check if it reveals any data, if it successfully protects against user’s errors, prevents transfer of a code of or of attempts at disabling protection and if it allows for viewing or modification of the code.

In order to find applications and systems that are faulty or vulnerable to attacks, we can make use of a specialist software. Big corporations (e.g. Google) offer huge amounts for discovering vulnerabilities in their system [34] in order to prevent costs they would have to pay for losses caused as a result of vulnerabilities of their software.

As security is a great responsibility of organizations (companies, institutions) that implement ICT systems in new areas (the threat may concern even our health and lives) – now it is possible to insure IT systems. One of such insurance policies offered (called CyberEdge), which allows an institution to insure against a cyber attack or data leak, was made available in September 2012 by Chartis Europe.
As part of the agreement, the injured party can additionally be provided with legal assistance and technical support ([20, 21]). Introduction of such an insurance offer on the market shows how significant IT security problems are.

Lack of high-quality protection of ICT systems (including web services) may prevent further development of digital economy.
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